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. On A Day Like Today

Intro:(Am - G - C & Csus - G - C - G - F#m)

Verse 1:

Em   G   C                G
free- is all you ve gotta be
Em     G          C           G
dream dreams- no one else can see
Em    G       C           G
sometimes- you wanna run away,
Em 								 D
but you never know what might comin  round your way... yeah yeah yeah

Chorus:
           Am
cause on a day like today
    C
the whole world could change
     G
the sun s gonna shine
D
shine through the rain
     Am               C
on a day like today
    C & Csus 			 G       C  G
you never wanna see the sun go down
    C & Csus            	 G       C  G  F#m
you never wanna see the sun go down

Verse 2:(same as before)

somewhere- there s a place for you
I know- that you beleive it too
sometimes- if you wanna get away,
all you gotta know is what we ve got is here to stay-all the way



Chorus:(same as before)

on a day like today
the whole world can change
the sun s gonna shine
shine through the rain
on a day like today
no one complains
we re free to be pure
free to be saved
on a day like today
you never wanna see the sun go down
you never wanna see the sun go down

Solo:(Am - C - Em - G)

Bridge:

Am
free- is all you ve gotta be
C
dream dreams- no one else can see,
Em
but you never know what might be comin  for you and me
            D
yeah it s gotta be!

Chorus:(same chords as before)

on a day like today
the whole world could change
yeah the sun s gonna shine
shine through the rain
on a day like today
no one complains
we re free to be pure
free to be saved
on a day like today
you never wanna see the sun go down
you never wanna see the sun go down


